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A NOTE ON A C-UMBILICAL HYPERSURFACE OF A 6-DIMENSIONAL K-SPACE 

By Hong-Suh Park 

The 6-dimensiohal K -space (or the almost Tachibana space) has been studied 

by Takamatsu [3] and Matsumoto [1]. The orientable hypersurface of a K -space 

admits an almost contact metric structure. We know that in an orientable C

umbilical hypersurface of a K -space, the induced structure tensor is an conformal 

Killing tensor (see [4]). On the other hand, it was proved in [2] that any 

conformal Killing tensor in a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature is 

decomposed irito the form stated in the following theorem. And the decomposition 

of conformal Killing tensor in a Sasakian manifold was studied in [6]. 

In the present paper we study the C-umbilical hypersurface of a 6-dimensional 
K -space and prove the following main theorem 

THEOREM. 1 n a C-umbilical hyþersurface of a 6-dimensional K -sþace, the 

z'nduced structure tensor 지z z·s χnz'quely decomþosed as follows: 

f1z=ztjj2+qjt. 

tj C-mean curvatμγe α~-(1+-옮， 빼ere 한 is Ktlli%g te%Sor, qji ts a closed 

conformal Killing tensor and k is a scalar curvature of the 6-dimensional K -sþace. 

1. PreIiminaIies. 

Let m be an a1nlost Hermitian manifo1d of dimension % (> 2) with Hermitian 

structure (F$, Gaα) ， i. e. with an almost complex str때lre F강 and a positive 

definite Riemannian metric tensor G ßa satisfying 

F XF a= -δ a G F XF μ =G 
g λ β ’ Aμ g 

Putting Fßa=F/Gλα， we have Fß.α= - Fag

If an almost Hermitian manifold satisfies 

(1.1) VßF/ +VaF/ =0, 
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where '1 ß denotes the operator of covariant differentation with respect to the ‘ 

metric G ßa' then the manifold is called a K -space. or an almost Tachibana 
À _ _ -" T7 _ r"ß.α 

space. Now let K rßaÀ• K ßa==K Àßa" and K == ßaG"'~ be the Riemannian curvature. 

the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respectively. 

Let M be a orientable hypersurface of a K -space M and M be expressed by 
λ λ h.... • , .... ~... "1 1" h... .... ... _ ......., 

X'"==X"(x"). where {X‘} and {x"} are local coordinates of M and M. If we put 
À .... 'W'7 Ã. "'.... .... .... i.... _. ..... Ã. 

Bi =낀X (ai = a/ax ), then Bz are 1inear independent tangent vectors at each point-

m빼Ch∞sing a unit nOlInal c! to the hypersurface M in such way that c! and B/ 
form a frame of positive orientation of M and B/ fOnn a frame of positive orie

ntation of M. then we have 

Gß~iβCa=o. GßaCβCa ==l. 

The transformations F‘xaBa A of B안 by F t and F/c! of c! by F/ can be 

expressed as 
h __ a. "a T"\ a λ h 

(1.2) FÀ~B/'=죄 Bh +깐Ca• FtCA.==-μ Bha’ 
• 

where μh=ghg깐. from which. we have 

(1.3) Àn ß _. _r" T.' Àn ß_ n ß"C' r-À 
파 ==B"ÀF iBi ’ Zti=CaFg Bi =Bi F없C". 

where Bah=GRaBj ?얄. Cß==GßaC
a
• 

We can easily see that the set (져 z, μt， 씬• gji) define an almost contact metric 

structure. 
Denoting by '1j the operatorof covariant differentiation with respect to the 

induced metric gji’ we have the following Gauss and Weingarten equations for 

hypersurface respectively. 

(1.4) VIBix=Hji녕， PjCa= -H쉰B\’ 
where Hji is the second fundamental tensor of the hypersurface M. Differen

tiating (1.2) covariantely along M and taking account of (1.1) and (1.4), we. 
have 

(1.5) Ffih+?·f.h =-2μhH，，+μH}+μ H;h， ZJ J --- -- JZ • _. J 

?싼+'1싼j= --frHjh-ffHih 

because B3, 당 are linearly i빼pendant. 

t 
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The hypersurface in which the second fundamental tensor has the fonn 

(1. 6) Hi=gjt+α%j싼 

1S called a C-umbilical hypersurface (see [5]). In C-umbilical hypersurface, (1.5) 

becomes 

(1.7) 

?1Xz+V싼j=O. 

Thus z'n a C-umbilical hypersurface of a K -space, the ind;μced structμre tensor 

찬 is a conformal K z'lling t짧or with associated νector. -u~ and indμced structure 

vector μ~ is a KUU썽 vector [4]. 

2. C -u..llbilical hypersurface of a 6-dimensional K -spaee. 

1n a 6-dimensional K -space 짜， 

(2.1) K.a~=효 G ßa- 6 V'ßa' 

that is, a 6-dimensional K -space M is an Einstein space [1]. 

LEMMA 2.1 [4] 1 n a 6-dimensional K -space, 

(2.2) K rßa')., - Krß1μlJF/， F/ =e(Gr').,Gßa -GraGß').， -Fr').，F'，없 十Fr，αFßÀ.)'

ψ'here e=，ξ is a posz'tive constant. 
‘ 

Substituting (2.2) into the Gauss and Codazzi equations: 

(2.3) R헨h=야학훤Bh7Kuμw十Hkh힘-Hj~함 

(2· 4) PKHjt-VjHμ=BJBrBiAcrKu씨， 
we have 

(2.5) Rkjih=HkkHji-HkiHjh+{Rk1lzη-(HkmHj/ 

-HkZHjm) )，좌lff+e(g샤gji-g힘 gjh-fkhfji+fki 져싸， 

(2.6) FKHji-Fj많=(밑Hjm-FjHkm)Wiu”’ 

+ {(Hkm잭l-Hj껴H꾀 -Rkj/m} !，싸m+e(fkiur지jUk). 

Substituting (1. 6) into (2.4) and transvecting with g씬 we have 

(2.7) Vjα=λμj’ 

where λ =UIViα• Operating V k to (2.7) , we have 

(2.8) VkVjα= (VkÀ)μ:}+λVkU}. 
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InterchangÏÍlg the iridices j and k in (2.8) and subttactiDg the equation thus 
obtained from (2.8). we have 

(2.9) ("1따)Ùj-(Vl)Uk+Â.(V한j- FIZZk) =o, 

because Vjα is a gradiant vector. Transvecting (2.9) with /i and taking account 

of that u' is a Killing vector. we have 

Xfkjpk%j=o. 

Hence A=o because fk117k씬=4 in C-umbilical hypersurface of 6-dimensional 

K -space [4]. Thus we have 

LEMMA 2.2. In C-umbilical hypersurface of a 6-dime.κsional K -space. the C

ηzean CU1’vature α is a constant. 

Substituting (1. 6) into (2.5). we have 

Rkjih=gkhgji-gkigjh +a(gkhαIZtt+gjiXkttk 

-gkiμjμh→gjhU웹i) +{R kjlm - (g km gjl-g kl gj씨 

(2.10) -a(g싫jUI+gjlu씬m-gklu，#m-g뻐했ul)}자7r 
+e(gkhgji-gkigjh - f kh 져i+fkifjh). 

Transvect뼈 (2.10) Wi.th μ， and taking account of 자’μ1=α we have 

(2.11) Rkjih상 =C(Ujgkh -'-ukgjh). 

where C is a constant by Lemma 2. 2. 

On the other hand U
Z is a Killing vector. 

from which. 

(2.12) 

VhVkUj+Rkjihμ'=0. 

VhVkUj=C(Ukgjh-μjgkh). 

3. Proof of the main Theorem. 

we have 
/ 

LEMMA 3. 1. 1 n a C-umbiμcal hyperszκface of a 6-dimensional K -space. if 

"1 kPji=O for a skeψ symmetric tensor Pji and a~ - (l-e). then Pji=O. 

PROOF. 

(3.1) 

By Ricci identity. we have 

Rkhj lpli+Rkhi lpjl=o. 

h 1 hj k 
Contracting (3.1) with U μ and g κ respectively and using (2. 11). we have 
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C(Pki - μkPi+UiPk)=O， 3CPi =0, 

where Pt= μlplz· 

From the above two equations we have Pji=O. 

Proof of the Theorem. From (1.7) and (2.12), we have 

vj(C지h-ViUh) +와(G.져h-V;Uh) =0. 

Putting Cjμ-Viuh=uih’ then the skew symmetric tensor uih is a Killing tensor. 

Therefore we have 

f ih= wih +qih’ 

where wih=(lIC)uih is a Killing tensor and q찌= (lIC)V싼h is a closed confonnal 

Killing tensor. Next we prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. If there exist 
a Killing t많sor 까h and a closed conformal Killing tensor q’ ih such that I샤=싸 

+q’ ih’ then μ’ih-μl' ih = q' ih - q ih is a closed Killing tensor. Thus 

?1(ψih-W’ih)=O， V/q'ih-qih) =0. 

Therefore 싸h=tih’ qih=q’ ih by Lemma 3.1. This completes the proof of 

Theorem. 

When the hypersurface is a totally umbilical, we have 

윈i'l ,/l-gki'ljH =KlJμì..rB:B백3cr， 

where H=i~Hj/5 is a mean curvature. Transvecting the equation above with 

i~ and using (2.1) , we see that the mean curvature H is a constant. Thus 

COROLLARY. In a totally umbilical hypersurface of 6-dimensional K-space, the 

induced strμcture tensor is decomposed as folloωs; 

강=Wjz+q;， 

where ψ，/ is a Killing tensor and 선 is a closed conformal Killing tensoι 
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